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Plague inc ultimate board game guide

24-06-2019, 12:12 AM (This post was last modified: 24-06-2019 12:26 AM by Fullaccess.) Post: #1 Fullaccesss Junior Member Posts: 2 Sets: Jun 2019 It's impossible to get 3 biohazard's ultimate board game scenarios (Mega Brute English: No matter how much sales you get, the game only counts 36084 and you can only get 2
biohazzards of brutal mega difficulty. I'm using the latest version of Patch Inc for Android (1.16.3) and my cell phone is a Samsung Galaxy j5 first. I even sold the board game to three billion people (using cheaters), but there's no way to get 3 biohazards. Please, in this case is not a bug, tell me what I am doing wrong. By the way, I speak
Spanish. If you can't answer me in Spanish, nothing happens. I'd rather you answer me in English, to use Google translate to answer me in Spanish. (Google Translate) Spanish: No imported kuántas vantas consigas, el jigo solo cuenta 36084 are solo puedes obtener 2 biohazards in mega brutal. The usando estoy última versión de
calamity in pararoid (1.16.3) or the mi telephonic east un Samsung Galaxy J5 first. Includes vendí el jigo de mesa a million people tress (usando cheaters), pero no manera holders 3 biohazards. Por grace, one caso from que que inquiry has no insectless sea, diganme quée estoy evil haciendo. Watch this video: 24-06-2019, 12: 28 PM
Post: #2 NdemicVikie Administrator Posts: 70 Joined: John 2018 RE: It's impossible to get 3 biohazard in the Ultimate Board game Scenario (Mega Brutal THanks to get into touch. Can you please confirm which version/platform you are playing on? 24-06-2019, 12:37 PM Post: #3 Fullaccess Junior Member Posts: 2 Joined: Jun 2019 RE:
It's impossible to find 3 biohazards in the Ultimate Gaming Scenario... (24-06-2019 12:28 PM) NdemicVikie Wrote: THanks to get in touch. Can you please confirm which version/platform you are playing on? Calamity inc 1.16.3 for Android. 27-06-2019, 11:42 AM Post: #4 NdemicVikie Administrator Posts: 70 Sets: Jan 20 RE: It's
impossible to get 3 biohazards in the ultimate game chart scenario (Mega this brute may be something we'll have to look at more. If you notice any other strange things please email hello@ndemiccreations.com and we may be troubleshooting with you. 12-01-2020, 07: 15 AM Post: #5 Apertotes Junior Member Posts: 1 Joined: Jan 2020
RE: It's impossible to find 3 biohazards in the ultimate board game scenario... I have the same problem. I just sold 2.8billion of toys without cheat and my score was 36084. He's stuck in there. My phone is a Samsung Gallaxy S8+. It was a bit discouraged to see that Ndemic had known about this issue since June and the pug is still there.
15-01-2020, 05:21 PM Post: #6 KoteIsTony Junior Member Posts: 7 Joined: Aug 2015 RE: It's impossible to find 3 biohazards in the Ultimate Painting Game Scenario ... Here. Still that score.16-01-2020, 09:11 PM Post: #7 WhereIsTony Junior Member Posts: 7 Joined: August 2015 RE: It's impossible to find 3 biohazard in the Ultimate
Painting game scenario... (15-01-2020 05:21 PM) WhereIsTony writes: Even here. Always what scores. On the funny side you can get this note if you're merely selling any or you sell billions of dollars. 21-01-2020, 11:00 AM Post: #8 DBZFan102 Junior Member Posts: 1 Joined: Jan 2020 RE: It's impossible to find 3 biohahazard in the
Ultimate Painting game scenario... My phone is a Samsung Gallaxy J6 running the latest version of Android, the game is version 1.17.1 I think. I can confirm that the pug is still present. Given that this bug continues to be present, as well as other bugs (such as the progress scenario bar by showing your completion rate well if you have any
mega biohazards brute; that one that has been here since early 2019, as far as I remember), and the fact that the Fake News scenario has not been added, it really makes me feel as if Ndemic is planning on sundown the Android version of Plague Inc., if it hasn't happened already. 21-01-2020, 08:45 PM Post: #9 KoteIsTony Junior
Member Posts: 7 Sets: 7 Aug 2015 RE: It is impossible to find 3 biohazards in the Ultimate Gaming Scenario Chart ... (21-01-2020 11:00 AM) DBZFan102 write: My phone is a Samsung Galaxy J6 running the latest version of Android, the game is version 1.17.1 I think. I can confirm that the pug is still present. Given that this bug continues
to be present, as well as other bugs (such as the progress scenario bar by showing your completion rate well if you have any mega biohazards brute; that one that has been here since early 2019, as far as I remember), and the fact that the Fake News scenario has not been added, it really makes me feel as if Ndemic is planning on
sundown the Android version of Plague Inc., if it hasn't happened already. I'm afraid you are correct. It's a shame and the only reason I'm reluctant to invest my time or money in Rebel Inc. doesn't want to start another game that gets abandoned while being broken. 23-01-2020, 08:55 PM Post: #10 KoteIsTony Junior Member Posts: 7
Sets: 7 Aug 2015 RE: It's impossible to get 3 biohazards in the Ultimate Board Game Scenario ... By adding the scenario false scenario doesn't annoy me, but these rows should have been laid out. To make it work as presented. User(s) browsing this thread: 1 Guest(s) Share the following are strategies and tips for the newly released
Ultimate Gaming Board scenario. Please feel free to add your own below. Strategy 1 (Mega Brutal, 3 Biohazards) There exists a bug on the Android version (at the time when I test) -- cop transmission is disabled for this scenario. If that's still true, this strategy will not be available on Android. Translated and edited by Bihapove some
mechanics w body transmission rates can be high. For If a country has a large Commercial population but population is very interested, the infection will still be high. However, if a country has interested 0 interested, the game considers it as 'uninfect', and corpse transmission is available for this country. Those already purchasing the
board game are considered dead and will reduce the airline/ships rate in that country. Process Starting in UK. Select Theme: Economic, Humour, Party, Sports, Adult, Strategy, Family. Choose Mechanics: Correlative Play, Control Area, Bluffing, Rolling Ten, Take That, Competitive Play, Memory. Select Components: Timers, Dice,
Tokens, Miniatures. Select Player Number: Single Player, Two Players, Three Players, Four + Players. As you may have noticed, certain Treatment Design I chose can lead to both positive and negative events. If your hype increases or decreases a bit, just go on. If your hype is significantly reduced, restart the game. Turn to production
pages and evolve ad games with Kickstarter Launch. Since your hype and high complexity, Launch Kickstarter releases a large number of spots. Evolved advertising in stores, online and at conventions. Evolved Videogame IP. Evolve manufacturing in China and Start Manufacturing. Evolved Conduct Test Sessions and Sample View.
These prevent any quality problems. Turn to distribution page and evolve Start to sell your game. Evolve Companion App and sell on Amazon. They provide a fixed availability. Evolved Durable Packing 1 and 2, Then Sales Promotions 1 and 2. They increase your efficiency in impoverished and rural regions. Evolved Super Fan Sendout 1,
2 and 3. From now on we will increase our availability (leiality) quite a lot. I suggest saving your game. Beware of island countries without perfect, they're as annoying as they used to be! Evolve Sales Direct, local toy store, National Details and International Distributors. Evolved Localise Languages 1, 2 and 3. If you have extra points,
spend them in other very distribution points. Don't worry about having too much letality – Not currently your Body's transmission is more than 100x Necrosis! If everything goes well, this strategy allows you to sell your Board Games to every single person on Earth. Continuation on destroying the world. Enjoy score 7,124.543.962. ^_^
Strategy 2 (Mega-Brutal, 3 biohazards, evolved versions) Written by noonecanstop May does not work on the mobile version due to the bug corpse transmission. I only received 2 biohazards on the mobile version of Brutal. Start from any country. Choose the following highly in the design section: Education and Medical in Terms - for
finding Plague Inc. design ;). Combo recap pulse. You can also choose other design (except Awkward). But Management, Roll ten, memory and press your chance in Mechanics. Four with ten of components. Tokens are optional. 1 - 4 players in Player Number. Now let's evolve ad games the production section. There should be a combo
design popup, which will give you a lot of red biohazards. Now let's speed up the game to your heart's content! Evolved official website, then How to play video. Evolve online advertising, then Advertise in store. Evolve Launch Kickstarter. OK, the game slows down, because another wave of red biohazards is coming. Evolve Manufactured
in USA. The painting game would be as good as possible, albeit expensive. Evolve Community Outreach. Make them aware of progress in your game. Evolved Manufactured in China. Help your fans in poor countries. Evolved Conduct Session Test. Wait until '12 month popup' is displayed then Evolve Start manufacturing. Evoly Early
reviews copies make your fans jealousy. Since we have evolved manufactured in China, we might want to evolve View Sample :P. OK, wait a bit to build hype next month until next 22 days), then we can evolve Start selling your game in the distribution section. Let your foreign fans (and friends) play your board ;). Wait until 'First Sales as
in' popup, then evolve app companion. A little Pulse for women waiting to order ;). Evolve Sold on Amazon. Gotta sell your game, right? Evolved Localized Language 2. Further translation for your game. And finally, evolved direct sales. OK, from here you don't need to do anything. You should be rich now. Don't be tempted to evolve
another pretty, as you will sell your game too early before the deadlines. Just sit back and enjoy the world being destroyed because your board game is a bioweapon your board game will sell like hot cake. Strategy Strategy Guide scenario Ultimate Community Games Community content is available under CC-PA-SA unless otherwise
noted. noted.
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